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Executive Summary
In May 2017, the Oakland Citizens for Equity and Prosperity (OCEP) retained the Marijuana
Policy Group (MPG) to provide an overview of tax policy considerations for Oakland
policymakers, and to estimate the economic impacts of cannabis cultivation and manufacturing
for the City under various policy postures. Several key findings of the report are summarized
below:


California’s legal cannabis market will be the largest in North America, and cultivation and
manufacturing are the foundation of the industry.



The statewide cultivation and manufacturing tiers of the supply chain could produce
$4.2 billion in total direct and indirect economic activity and 36,000 jobs, retail not
included. These statewide businesses can locate anywhere in the state.



Cultivation and manufacturing operations—like businesses in any other industry—will
seek out locations that provide favorable conditions for business.



A large share of California cities and counties are competing for market share by
attracting cultivators and manufacturers to generate tax revenue, employment, and
economic activity.
Figure ES-1.
Tax Rates and After-Tax Wholesale Prices of Local Indoor-Cultivated Cannabis
Oakland Overall (no
CountyOverall
tax)
Oakland
Wtd.
Avg.
Wtd.
Avg.,
No County Tax

$2,336

Oakland
(noUse
County
tax)
OaklandRMJ
Adult
Cannabis
grossNo
reciepts
10% Gross 10%
Receipts,
County Tax

$2,392

Oakland
MMJ
(no County
tax)
Oakland
Medical
Cannabis
gross reciepts
5% Gross 5%
Receipts,
No County Tax
Los Angeles CityLos
(noAngeles
County tax)
City
gross receipts
2% Gross2%
Receipts,
No County Tax
Santa Rosa (plus Sonoma County
tax)
Santa Rosa
2% grossSonoma
receiptsCounty Tax
2% Gross Receipts+
Sonoma County (unincorporated)
Sonoma County
$18.75 /$18.75
SF
/ Sq. Ft.
Note:



$2,290

$2,229

$2,263

$2,222

After-tax prices include all State taxes, and underlying County taxes where noted.

Oakland currently imposes high wholesale cannabis taxes compared to the other
jurisdictions, based on a uniform price of $2,040 per wholesale pound of indoor-cultivated
flower.
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If Oakland hopes to capture a significant portion of the market, the City will need to adopt
policies that are more attractive to cultivation and manufacturing businesses than
those in competing jurisdictions.



City tax and zoning policy will influence the presence, market share, and
competitiveness of cannabis cultivation and manufacturing businesses in Oakland.



A larger market share will increase tax revenue benefits, even if competitive tax rates
are needed to attract businesses.



Lower taxes on wholesale transactions will provide an important incentive to
businesses that hope to compete on price in a large and competitive market for wholesale
cannabis products.



Retailers and consumption, however, are much more constrained by local demand. Higher
taxes are less likely to affect where dispensaries locate or where consumers choose to
purchase their cannabis, since these decisions are much more local in nature.



Retailers and processors buy their cannabis inputs in large quantities and are price
sensitive. They will search for the lowest prices across regions when purchasing
wholesale, after accounting for quality and transportation costs.
Figure ES-2
Oakland Employment Effects and Tax Revenues by Scenario
12,397 Jobs

Favorable

$16.0M Tax Revenue

2% Medical & Adult Use

3,637 Jobs

Average

$8.2M Tax Revenue

3.5% Medical & Adult Use

Restrictive
5% Medical & 10% Adult Use

248 Jobs
$1.2M Tax Revenue



Figure ES-2 provides a summary of the estimated tax revenue and employment impacts
of Oakland cultivation and manufacturing under three policy and market environment
scenarios.



If Oakland wholesale cannabis is priced too high, the city could potentially lose
cultivation and manufacturing market share to other jurisdictions.



Oakland could capture $8.2 to $16.0 million in tax revenue and generate 3,600 to
12,400 jobs if it can capture a large share of the regional and statewide supply chain.
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Businesses also consider city zoning rules, licensing cost and availability, building
requirements, setback requirements and other factors when choosing a jurisdiction.

Other factors that affect virtually all industrial location decisions will undoubtedly impact
cannabis producers in California, including the local availability and cost of suitable cultivation
and manufacturing sites, water and electricity costs, and labor costs.
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Introduction
On November 8, 2016, California voters approved Proposition 64, legalizing the cultivation,
manufacturing, distribution, and consumption of cannabis for adult use. On June 28, 2017,
Governor Brown signed Senate Bill 94 into law, also known as the Medicinal and Adult-Use
Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA). Under these new State rules, the City of
Oakland will face a number of regulatory decisions, including decisions regarding taxation
policies for legal cannabis cultivation.
In June 2017, the Oakland Citizens for Equity and Prosperity (OCEP) retained Marijuana Policy
Group (MPG) to provide an informative overview of the potential impacts of tax policy decisions
for Oakland policymakers, and to estimate the economic impacts of cannabis cultivation and
manufacturing under various City policy postures.
This policy paper provides 1) a discussion of tax policy and business site selection; 2) a review
of cultivation tax policy in four comparable jurisdictions; 3) an analysis of state and regional
demand for cannabis with a focus on Oakland cultivation and manufacturing, and 4) a
quantification of potential economic and employment impacts on the local Oakland economy.

Tax Policy and Market Share Implications
Oakland’s choice of tax policy, along with several other local factors, will ultimately influence the
presence, market share, and competitiveness of its cannabis production businesses.

State Taxation. The State imposes a cultivation tax of $9.25 per ounce of dry-weight flower, and
$2.75 per ounce of dry-weight trim under new tax rules defined by Proposition 64. At estimated
market prices of $2,040 per pound of high-quality indoor flower and $100 per pound of trim1,
MPG estimates that wholesale prices will be $2,188 for flower and $144 for trim, after state
taxes are applied. These state taxes apply to all medical and adult use transactions. 2
Local Taxation. Under the MAUCRSA, each municipality has the authority to impose its own tax
structure. While some jurisdictions may aim to entice cannabis vendors and producers with
accommodating taxation and regulatory policies, others may deter their presence by imposing
high taxes, restrictive regulations, or prohibiting adult use and medical business altogether. All

1

An average indoor-cultivated flower price of $2,040 per pound is based on the recent University of the Pacific study of the
Sacramento cannabis market. The price of trim can range from $100 to $500 depending on quality, according to
conversations with local market participants. However, cannabis prices fluctuate and are subject to overall market
conditions, similar to any other commoditized consumer product.

2

Under the MAUCRSA, medical and adult use cannabis businesses will be able to vertically integrate their operations, with
some exceptions for testing lab and distribution licenses. Tax considerations for vertically integrated businesses are notable
since transfers within a single business are not likely to involve the same wholesale price as used in the open market armslength transactions. Without proper accounting and valuation mechanisms, vertically integrated businesses can potentially
avoid paying taxes by declaring their cultivation-to-processor transfer prices lower than those in the open market. In
Colorado, for example, the State calculates an Average Market Rate for wholesale transactions and applies this to all
vertically integrated businesses in order to calculate cultivation excise taxes.
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else being equal, cannabis producers will prefer to locate in lower-tax jurisdictions in order to
compete in the state and regional markets on final after-tax wholesale prices.
Purchasing wholesale cannabis flower and trim is the primary input and largest cost of
processors and retailers. These downstream businesses typically buy in large quantities and are
highly price sensitive. Manufacturers and retailers are likely to search for the lowest prices
across jurisdictions after accounting for quality and transportation costs. Suppliers with the
lowest cost will likely capture a larger market share.
Manufacturers and retailers will prefer to obtain as much of their cannabis supply from Oakland
as possible, if their prices are among the lowest in the state or region. Conversely, if Oakland
prices are higher than other regions or clusters across the state, these businesses will prefer to
purchase their cannabis inputs from other, cheaper sources.
Figure 1 below is a conceptual graph that illustrates this effect. The horizontal axis of the graph
represents the portion of the overall market supplied by Oakland producers, while the vertical
axis illustrates the relative price that downstream businesses would pay for Oakland cannabis
products compared to that of cannabis products from competing jurisdictions.
Figure 1.
Relationship between Oakland’s Relative After-Tax Wholesale Prices and Regional Market Share

Relative After-Tax Wholesale Price
of Cannabis Produced in Oakland
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This curve represents the price elasticity of demand, or price sensitivity, among the businesses
that purchase wholesale cannabis products from Oakland. A steep curve suggests that
downstream businesses are less responsive to price changes than to other factors, and that a
higher tax rate will not significantly impact Oakland market share, likely yielding higher tax
revenues. A flatter curve suggests that those businesses are more sensitive to price than to other
factors, so that an increase in the tax rate is more likely to reduce the market share for Oaklandproduced cannabis, potentially resulting in reduced tax revenue collections if the demand
reduction is sufficiently large.

Comparative Local Tax Policy Analysis
MPG examines the tax policy implications on wholesale flower prices in three potentially large
production centers (Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, and Los Angeles), providing a comparative
analysis with Oakland. This section focuses only on indoor cultivation, due to the urban
environment in Oakland. We assume a uniform pre-tax price of $2,040 per pound of indoor
flower, similar to the University of the Pacific study of the Sacramento cannabis industry.3 For
cities, we also consider the additional layer of taxation that will be imposed by the county.

Sonoma County. In March 2017, 72.4 percent of voters in Sonoma County approved Measure A,
which allows the County to impose cultivation taxes of (1) up to $38 per square foot (SF) for
indoor growers4, or (2) up to ten percent of gross receipts for any cultivation business.5 The
initial cultivation tax rate for “Medium” type cultivation permit holders (the largest and highesttaxed cultivation license available) is defined as $18.75/SF for indoor grows.6 Based on an
average annual production of 0.55 pounds of flower per square foot of indoor cultivation, MPG
estimates an after-tax price of $2,222 per pound for cannabis cultivated in the unincorporated
areas of the County, which is equivalent to a 1.7 percent tax on gross receipts.
Santa Rosa. Voters in the City of Santa Rosa approved two taxation mechanisms under Measure
D in the June 6, 2017 election, with 77 percent voter support. All indoor commercial cannabis
cultivation businesses will be taxed at a rate “not to exceed either $25 per square foot of
cannabis cultivation area or eight percent (8%) of annual gross receipts.” For the first two years,
the City will impose a low initial tax rate of only two percent (2%) of gross receipts or $5 per
square foot, with the option to raise the rate thereafter.7,8 Combining the gross receipts tax with
MAUCRSA and Sonoma County taxes,9 MPG estimates the initial wholesale price of Santa Rosa
flower will be $2,263.

“Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento Area.” Prepared by the Center for Business and
Policy Research, Eberhardt School of Business, and McGeorge School of Law. October 17, 2016.
4 Sonoma defines per-square-foot taxes separately for mixed-light and outdoor cultivation businesses, however we only
describe indoor cultivation as that is the most likely form to occur in Oakland’s urban environment.
5 http://www.northbaybusinessjournal.com/opinion/6753820-181/sonoma-pot-cannabis-marijuana-tax?artslide=0
6 http://sonomacounty.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147528876
7 http://srcity.org/DocumentCenter/View/13996
8 http://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/6734029-181/santa-rosa-council-to-weigh
9 Cultivation businesses within Santa Rosa will be subject to both City and Sonoma County taxation.
3
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Los Angeles. Voters in the City of Los Angeles approved Measure M in March 2017, authorizing a
cannabis cultivation tax of two percent (2%) on gross receipts effective January 2018. 10 Los
Angeles County has not yet proposed or approved any form of cultivation tax. MPG estimates
that in the absence of LA County taxation, growers in the City of Los Angeles will have an
average wholesale price of $2,229.
Oakland. The current cannabis taxes for Oakland cultivation were established by Measure V and
approved by voters in November 2010. The measure imposes a five percent (5%) tax on the
gross receipts of medical cannabis businesses, and a “Non-Medical Cannabis Business Tax” of
ten percent (10%). At the time of this writing, there are no initiatives or measures to change
these rates. Alameda County has not yet defined a cannabis cultivation tax. Based on State and
City taxes only, MPG estimates that the 2018 after-tax price of one pound of medical flower
cultivated in Oakland will be $2,290, adult use flower will be $2,392, and the overall weighted
average price will be $2,336.11
After-Tax Prices. Figure 2 illustrates the different tax rates and mechanisms for each jurisdiction
above, as well as the estimated after-tax wholesale price per pound of indoor cannabis.
Figure 2.
Tax Rates and After-Tax Wholesale Price per Pound of Locally-Cultivated Cannabis
Oakland Overall (no
CountyOverall
tax)
Oakland
Wtd.
Avg.
Wtd.
Avg.,
No County Tax

$2,336

Oakland
(noUse
County
tax)
OaklandRMJ
Adult
Cannabis
grossNo
reciepts
10% Gross 10%
Receipts,
County Tax

$2,392

Oakland
MMJ
(no County
tax)
Oakland
Medical
Cannabis
gross reciepts
5% Gross 5%
Receipts,
No County Tax
Los Angeles CityLos
(noAngeles
County tax)
City
gross receipts
2% Gross2%
Receipts,
No County Tax
Santa Rosa (plus Sonoma County
tax)
Santa Rosa
2% grossSonoma
receiptsCounty Tax
2% Gross Receipts+
Sonoma County (unincorporated)
Sonoma County
$18.75 /$18.75
SF
/ Sq. Ft.

$2,290

$2,229

$2,263

$2,222

Note:

After-tax prices include all State taxes, and underlying County taxes where noted.
The Oakland Overall price uses a weighted average of 55.2 percent medical and 44.8 percent adult use cannabis cultivation.
Source: MPG.

10

https://ballotpedia.org/Los_Angeles,_California,_Marijuana_Regulation_and_Taxation_Referred_Ordinance,_Measure_M_(Ma
rch_2017)
11 We assume a distribution of 55.2 percent medical and 44.8 percent adult use for all cultivated cannabis in order to estimate
the after-tax wholesale price of cannabis cultivated in Oakland, based on data from the first year of legalization in Colorado.
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Based on current State and local tax schemes and an average wholesale price of $2,040 per
pound of indoor flower, the table above illustrates that Oakland’s tax scheme will result in the
highest after-tax prices compared to the three other jurisdictions described in this report,
without considering a potential Alameda County tax. Compared to Sonoma County, one pound of
indoor flower grown in Oakland is estimated to be $114 more expensive (5.1 percent), $73 more
expensive than Santa Rosa (3.2 percent), and $107 more expensive than Los Angeles (4.8
percent).
Depending on the price sensitivity of downstream businesses, Oakland could lose market share
to cultivators in other jurisdictions that produce similar quality cannabis and have similar
transportation costs, as illustrated previously in Figure 1. As an example, consider the demand
for regionally-cultivated cannabis flower by price-sensitive retailers in Sacramento. The
distance and transportation costs to Oakland and unincorporated Sonoma County are likely to
be similar. If the quality of cultivated cannabis flower is also similar between both jurisdictions,
then Sacramento businesses would purchase a larger share of their supply from Sonoma County
growers, given the higher after-tax wholesale flower price in Oakland ($2,222 versus $2,336 per
pound).
As cannabis producers decide where to locate and the market responds to pricing and other
factors, a decrease in Oakland’s market share will also cause a proportionate reduction in the
potential for associated tax revenues and economic activity.

Total State and Regional Demand for Cannabis
To provide a basis for the potential share of state and regional cannabis supplied by Oakland
producers, MPG estimates the total demand for cannabis in California, the Northern and
Southern California Regions, and the Oakland metro area.
Methodology: MPG combines proprietary demand models with regional demographic data and
use prevalence survey data in order to calculate total demand in terms of flower equivalent (FE)
cannabis product.12 Only the combination of these three components can yield an accurate and
defensible point estimate of cannabis demand.
Results: MPG calculates the number of past-year and past-month cannabis users aged 21 and
over for 2018 using cannabis use prevalence data from the most recent 2014-15 National
Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) and 2018 population projections from the CA
Department of Finance. Since the California medical cannabis registry for patients is voluntary,

12

In light of recent studies and analyses of market data and trends, it is no longer appropriate to simply calculate demand in
terms of “flower weight” or “buds”. Instead, best practices suggest that demand should be calculated in terms of Flower
Equivalent (FE) in order to account for the growing range and popularity of cannabis products such as edibles and
concentrates. These products require differing levels of cannabis input in their production, and the different modes of
consumption have differing pharmacological and psychoactive implications. As alternative consumption methods gain in
popularity (in Colorado, more than 30 percent of spending on cannabis is for non-flower products), the FE approach to
demand calculation takes into consideration the total amount of cannabis flower needed for demand that spans all product
categories.
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we combine estimates from the Marijuana Policy Project with MPG calculations to estimate the
number of individuals with physician recommendations for medical cannabis. Figure 3 presents
these estimates.
Figure 3.
Adult California Resident
Cannabis User Estimates
Source:
CA Dept. of Finance; NSDUH; MPP; MPG.

2018 Estimates
Past-Month Medical Cannabis Patients
Past-Month Adult Cannabis Users, 21+
Past-Year Adult Cannabis Users, 21+

868,718
1,993,002
1,618,934

Total Past-Year Cannabis Users, 21+

4,480,654

MPG combines the user estimates above with detailed NSDUH data on California consumers’
frequency of use and recent survey data on average daily consumption quantities to estimate
the total demand for cannabis flower equivalent by adult Californians. We repeat this process to
estimate the demand of out-of-state adult visitors, using 2016 domestic and international
annual visitation data from Visit California13.
According to the estimates in Figure 1, medical cannabis patients account for approximately 30
percent of all past month users in California. However, survey data suggests that their typical
consumption is twice that of the average adult user. Based on post-legalization patterns
observed in Colorado, the relative ease of becoming a medical patient in California, and the large
well-established state medical cannabis market, we estimate that small majority of the overall
resident cannabis demand will be supplied by medical cannabis businesses during the first year
of adult use sales. We estimate 55.2 percent of all demand for legal and regulated cannabis
supplied by the medical market and 44.8 percent supplied by the new adult use market. This
pattern was observed during the first year of Colorado legalization, but it has slowly shifted
towards the adult use market in subsequent years.
While businesses licensed under MAUCRSA will provide the only legal sources of adult use and
medical cannabis, the underground market is likely to persist in the early years, as observed in
states that have legalized like Colorado and Washington. Given the uncertainties surrounding
relative prices, quality, and availability of regulated cannabis businesses compared to the
underground market, as well as the historical presence of a large and deep-rooted network of
underground market growers, MPG estimates that 59.1 percent of all cannabis demand will be
supplied by regulated businesses, while 40.9 percent will remain in the underground market.
This split between the regulated and underground markets is based on data observed during the
first year of legalization in Colorado. Since visitors are much less likely to have access to
underground market supply channels, we assume that 95 percent of visitor demand will be
supplied by regulated businesses.

13

http://industry.visitcalifornia.com/Find-Research/California-Statistics-Trends/
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Figure 4 shows the estimated 2018 consumer demand for regulated cannabis flower equivalent
by each California market segment, with a statewide annual total of 1.04 million pounds.
Figure 4.
Annual Consumer Demand for Cannabis Flower Equivalent
User Group
CA Residents
CA Medical Cannabis Patients
CA Adult Users

Share of
Demand

Total Demand
(000's of Lbs )

Regulated
Market Share

55.2%
44.8%

1,638.0
904.2
733.8

59.1%
59.1%

534.4
433.7

80.7

95.0%

76.6

Out-of-State Visitors (Recreational Only)
Total 2018 Demand for CA Cannabis FE
Source:

-

1,718.7

Regulated Demand
(000's of Lbs)*
968.1

1,044.7

MPG.

Oakland Cannabis Market Share
We utilize the regional share of the total California population in order to estimate the share of
statewide demand for regulated cannabis in the Oakland area, Northern California (NorCal), and
Southern California (SoCal).
In order to be more competitive in the large supplier market, California producers will choose to
establish their businesses in locations that offer the most compelling environment for their
operations. Several local and regional factors will ultimately influence the size and shape of the
cannabis production market in Oakland once MAUCRSA takes effect in 2018, including local
taxes, real estate availability and prices, local business demand and wholesale opportunities,
energy and water costs, and many others, as discussed in detail in later sections of this report.
We examine three policy and market scenarios for market share capture by Oakland producers,
similar to the framework used in the 2016 University of the Pacific Sacramento study 14. In the
Restrictive scenario, Oakland would maintain the current 5 percent medical and 10 percent adult
use gross receipts taxes (some of the highest taxes in the state), impose very restrictive
operational regulations, and present limited local business opportunities that would encourage
producers to locate in other jurisdictions and reduce the City’s market share of total regional
production. The Restrictive scenario describes the potential outcome if Oakland does not adjust
the current tax rates to compete with other jurisdictions, resulting in businesses leaving for a
more favorable locale. Figure 5 shows the potential tax rates for each scenario, as used in our
analysis.

14

“Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento Area.” Prepared by the Center for Business and
Policy Research, Eberhardt School of Business, and McGeorge School of Law. October 17, 2016.
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Figure 5.
Oakland Cannabis Policy Scenarios
Scenario

Restrictive

Average

Favorable

Tax Rates

5% Medical;
10% Adult Use

3.5% Medical &
Adult Use

2% Medical &
Adult Use

Limited

Local

Broad

Strict

Robust

Relaxed

Business Opportunities
Regulations
Source: MPG.

Figure 6 describes the adult demand for regulated cannabis in each geographic area, the
Oakland market share capture rate, and the resulting demand for raw and processed cannabis
flower equivalent (FE) produced in Oakland, under each of the three scenarios.
Figure 6.
Regional Demand for Wholesale Pounds of Flower Equivalent Cannabis Products Cultivated and
Processed in Oakland, by Scenario
Oakland
Area
Share of 2018 Adult CA Population
Total Demand (thousand pounds of FE)

1.1%
11.0

NorCal

SoCal

Total

38.1%
397.7

60.9%
636.0

100.0%
1,044.7

Regional Market Share Supplied by Oakland Cultivation
Restrictive
Average
Favorable

30%
65%
85%

1%
25%
65%

0%
0%
15%

-

Total Demand Supplied by Oakland Supply Chain (thousand pounds of raw & processed FE)
Restrictive
Average
Favorable
Source:

3.3
7.1
9.3

4.0
99.4
258.5

0.0
0.0
95.4

7.3
106.6
363.2

MPG.

MPG estimates that Oakland cultivators and processors will supply just 7,300 pounds of
cannabis flower equivalent products to the wholesale market in the Restrictive scenario,
106,600 pounds in the Average scenario, and 363,200 pounds in the Favorable scenario.

Oakland Cultivation and Manufacturing Market Size and Tax Revenues
This section examines the potential market size and tax revenue for cannabis cultivation and
manufacturing. Retail sales are not a part of this study, because consumers are generally less
sensitive to tax policy than producers. For example, an individual from Oakland is less likely to
drive to Los Angeles to save ten percent on their small personal purchase than a processor, who
may buy tens of thousands of dollars of product per month.
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In order to estimate the wholesale market size for raw cultivated cannabis and infused products
manufactured in Oakland under each scenario, MPG uses a wholesale price of $2,040 per pound
of high-quality indoor flower sold from cultivators directly to retailers.
Processors are typically willing to purchase relatively inferior raw cannabis material since their
focus is on THC content for extraction. They often purchase large amounts of trim and lowerquality flower for manufacturing, which generally have much lower wholesale prices than the
high-quality flower sold to retailers for smoking or vaporization. MPG applies a discounted price
for cultivated materials sold to processors and estimates the share of raw material sold from
cultivators to processors and retailers based on observed wholesale and product transfer data
from the Colorado supply chain.
Based on Colorado production and sales data, MPG also estimates the wholesale price markup
on manufactured goods, relative to the cost of the inputs. Figure 7 illustrates the prices and
product flow of cannabis through the supply chain. Raw cannabis is first produced by
cultivators, with a portion sold directly to retailers at $2,040 per pound of flower. The
remainder is sold to processors for manufacturing at $800 per pound of combined flower and
trim. Processors then extract and manufacture infused products, which are sold to retailers at a
200 to 300 percent markup over the input prices.15
Figure 7.
Cultivated Cannabis Supply
Chain Flow Diagram

$800 per lb. of
mixed flower & trim

Cultivation

$2,040 per lb.
of flower

Source:
MPG.

Manufacturing
$1,800 per lb. of
Flower Equivalent

Retail

All wholesale transactions from cultivators and processors in the model are taxed based on the
market share split between the medical and adult use markets described above. Figure 8 shows
the total estimated market value and the tax revenues for Oakland cultivation and
manufacturing under each scenario.

15

Based on interviews with local market participants, manufacturers purchase a mix of lower-quality flower and trim for their
cannabis material inputs, and mark up the manufactured product by 200 to 300 percent over the cost of the inputs.
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Figure 8.
Oakland Cultivated Cannabis Market Value and Tax Revenues, by Scenario
Scenario

Total Wholesale
Demand
(000's Lbs of FE)

Wholesale
Market Value

Wholesale
Tax Revenues*

Cultivation Wholesale
Restrictive
Average
Favorable

7.3
106.6
363.2

$12,130,308
$177,750,378
$605,886,497

$878,234
$6,221,263
$12,117,730

Manufacturing Wholesale
Restrictive
Average
Favorable

2.2
32.0
109.0

$3,927,078
$57,545,086
$196,150,305

$284,320
$2,014,078
$3,923,006

$16,057,386
$235,295,464
$802,036,802

$1,162,555
$8,235,341
$16,040,736

TOTAL
Restrictive
Average
Favorable
Note:

Assumes 55.2 percent of all cultivation is medical and taxed at five percent of gross receipts, and 44.8 percent is adult use cultivation at
ten percent of gross receipts.
The Restrictive scenario utilizes Oakland’s current 5 percent gross receipts tax on medical businesses and 10 percent tax on adult use
businesses; the Average scenario assumes a 3.5 percent tax for all cannabis businesses; the Favorable scenario utilizes a two percent gross
receipts tax on all cannabis businesses.
Source: MPG.

At current Oakland tax rates, very little cultivation or manufacturing is expected to take place in
the City, generating a total estimated potential tax revenue of just $1.2 million (not including tax
revenue from retail sales). In the Average scenario where Oakland producers serve most of the
local demand and a small portion of regional demand, the City would collect an estimated $8.2
million. The presence of Favorable policy and market conditions in the City could generate
wholesale cannabis tax revenues of $16.0 million.

Oakland Economic Output and Employment Impacts
In this section, MPG computes the economic impacts of the cultivation and manufacturing
sectors under each of the production market share scenarios. MPG is the only entity, worldwide,
that can accurately calculate economic effects from cannabis production as we are the only firm
with access to official transaction-level data for an entire state industry.16 In order to accurately
assess the economic impact, the model needs all production and sales data for an entire state.
For these reasons, MPG’s “Marijuana Impact Model” is the only accurate and reliable model of
the economic impacts associated with the legal cannabis industry.

16

MPG is the first and only entity with official, transaction-based data for an entire state. Economic studies by other entities
(universities, consultancies, private firms) can only use “hypothetical” types of data inputs to characterize the size of each
cannabis segment. This is because other entities do not know the system-wide shares for each product type sold, for
manufacturing, and for cultivation shares between flower and trim.
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The Marijuana Impact Model was used to compute the employment and output effects related to
each of the three scenarios,17 using the total wholesale values of cultivation and manufacturing
inputs to the model. Figure 9 shows the results for these sectors.
Figure 9.
Oakland Economic Impacts of Cannabis Cultivation and Manufacturing, by Scenario
Restrictive

Average

Favorable

Economic Impacts ($ millions)
Total Change in Oakland's Economic Output
Cultivation Economic Impact
Manufacturing Economic Impact

$29.4

$431.3

$1,470.3

$21.7
$7.7

$318.2
$113.2

$1,084.5
$385.7

248

3,637

12,397

192
56

2,819
818

9,608
2,789

Number of Jobs Created
Total Oakland Jobs Created (FTE):
Cultivation
Manufacturing
Source: MPG calculations using our "Marijuana Impact Model".

Under the Restrictive scenario, Oakland producers will generate a combined $29.4 million in
new additional economic output, with a total of 248 jobs created by cultivation and
manufacturing businesses. The Average scenario features a much more robust Oakland
production presence, generating an estimated total economic impact of $431.3 million and 3,637
jobs. In the Favorable scenario, the overall economic impact is estimated at $1.5 billion, with
12,397 total jobs.

Other Local Factors for Market Share
Local tax policy and relative after-tax wholesale prices are important factors in the state and
regional market share captured by Oakland producers. However, there are other important local
policy and business environment considerations that will influence whether cultivation and
manufacturing businesses decide to locate in Oakland. This chain reaction will ultimately
determine the market share captured by these Oakland producers and the potential tax
revenues and economic impacts associated with the wholesale of Oakland cannabis products.

Cannabis Application & Licensing Fees
Some of the greatest barriers to entry for cannabis businesses are the required local licenses and
permits needed to legally establish and operate their enterprise. Cannabis businesses must often
acquire cannabis-specific licenses in addition to any other necessary local zoning or building
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MPG estimates the total impact of cultivation and manufacturing on Oakland economic activity using our proprietary
Marijuana Impact Model. The economic output methodology accounts for the direct effect of dollars spent on wholesale
cannabis purchases, the indirect effect of business spending on intermediate inputs and professional services, and the
induced effect of employee expenditures. The employment model includes direct and indirect job creation that results in
employee expenditures in the local market.
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permits. There can be significant monetary and time costs associated with these licenses, such
as application and annual fees, as well as burdensome paperwork.
Licensing and application fees for cannabis licenses are designed to recoup the administrative
costs of reviewing and issuing licenses. These fees could decrease as a City’s capacity to
efficiently process licenses evolves, or they could potentially increase if the City imposes more
demanding licensing requirements. In Oakland, it may be possible to leverage the City’s
experience with medical cannabis to more efficiently process new MAUCRSA licenses. This could
allow lower fees than jurisdictions that do not have experience with cannabis businesses.
Local licensing entails substantial (and often non-refundable) monetary costs, so jurisdictions
with lower fees are likely to attract more business applications since businesses have less at risk
with lower non-refundable application fees. Lower annual licensing fees are attractive because,
as an overhead cost, lower fees can improve the bottom line profitability of a cannabis business.
The State and many local municipalities are currently in the process of developing new licensing
processes and fees under MAUCRSA. MPG provides an overview of existing cannabis cultivation
fees in each of the jurisdictions discussed above in order to describe the relative attractiveness
of each location in terms of application and licensing costs.
It is important to note that other types of fees are applicable to all businesses, such as zoning
and building permit fees. This study does not examine detailed standard building or zoning fees
in each jurisdiction, but it should be noted that more restrictive general permitting
requirements may be less attractive to prospective businesses.

Oakland. The Oakland Municipal Code establishes fees payable to the City Administrator’s Office
for all medical cannabis businesses. All applicants must pay an application fee of $2,474 for each
Medical Cannabis Permit Application, regardless of business type (i.e. cultivation,
manufacturing, retail).18 Annual licensing fees for Oakland medical cannabis cultivators are
based on the volume of the business’ gross sales, as shown in Figure 10 below.19
Figure 10.
Annual Oakland Cannabis
Licensing Fees
Source:
City of Oakland.

Annual Gross
Sales

Annual
Licensing Fee

> $150,000
$50,000 - $150,000
< $50,000

$11,173
$5,586
$2,790

The City has appointed a Cannabis Regulatory Commission20 to further develop Oakland
cannabis policy under MAUCRSA, however the application process and fees for adult use

18
19

http://www2.oaklandnet.com/government/o/CityAdministration/OAK064043
http://cannabusinesslaw.com/2017/01/commercial-cannabis-latest-update-oakland-permitting-and-regulations/

20

http://www2.oaklandnet.com/government/o/CityAdministration/d/CannabisRegulatoryCommissionformerlyknownasMe
asureZCommittee/index.htm
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cultivation businesses have not yet been determined. As the City explores licensing fee options,
they should carefully review the processes and fees of other jurisdictions to design and
implement fees that are attractive to cultivation businesses.

Sonoma County. Sonoma County does not currently define cannabis-specific fees in the
unincorporated area. However, the Sonoma County Cannabis Regulatory Commission currently
meets once a month, and is in the process of developing regulations for medical and adult use
cannabis activities. The Commission plans to begin issuing cultivation permits by July 1, 2017.21
As these regulations are developed and finalized, application and licensing fees are likely to be
adopted.
Ordinance 6189, passed in December 2016, defines the allowed zones in the County’s
unincorporated area for medical cannabis cultivation businesses. The largest permissible indoor
cultivation businesses (10,001 – 22,000 sq. ft.) are restricted to industrial zones,22 and are
required to secure a Minor Use Permit (MUP), the fee for which depends on the site’s zoning
classification. A Summary Report the County Board of Commissioners estimates that Minor Use
Permits for cannabis businesses will cost between $2,000 and $6,000.23

Santa Rosa. Measure D was approved by Santa Rosa voters in June 2017 and imposes an annual
business registration fee of $100 for all cannabis businesses. The measure allows the City
Council to adjust this fee by resolution. Additional licensing and application fees have not yet
been adopted or proposed for MAUCRSA licenses.
Santa Rosa City Code 20-46 defines land use permit requirements for medical cannabis
cultivation businesses. Indoor cultivations with more than 10,000 sq. ft. are restricted to
industrial zones and require a Major Conditional Use Permit (CUP), which entails a public
hearing and action by the Planning Commission.24

Los Angeles City. Voters approved Measure M in March 2017, authorizing the City Council to
establish new regulations and enforcement measures for commercial cannabis activity. The
Measure does not explicitly address licensing fees, however the City Council is likely to develop
fees under the Measure. To date, the City has not yet established new regulations for commercial
cannabis businesses under MAUCRSA, aside from the taxes described in the previous section.
Denver Example. Since many of the California jurisdictions above have not yet adopted licensing
fees, MPG use the City of Denver as an example of licensing and application fees. The City of
Denver sets its annual license fees to recover the cost of regulation and enforcement. New
medical cultivation licenses require a $2,000 non-refundable application fee, plus an annual

http://sonomacounty.ca.gov/CAO/Cannabis/Adopted-Medical-Cannabis-Program-Ordinances-and-Policies/
http://sonomacounty.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147528869
23 http://sonomacounty.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147528348
24 http://srcity.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/3106
21
22
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$3,000 licensing fee. New adult use licenses require a $2,500 application fee and a $5,000 annual
licensing fee.25,26 These local fees are in addition to State licensing fees.

Locational Factors
There are a host of other factors that impact virtually all industrial location decisions and that
undoubtedly will impact cannabis cultivators in California. Corporate siting choices generally
involve cost minimization related to the following factors or, in the case of labor and water
quality, demonstration of an acceptable standard for cannabis production and manufacturing.
The cannabis industry will be no different than other industries as companies attempt to
optimize physical, market and economic factors to provide the most benefit for employees,
shareholders and customers. The following factors warrant discussion:


Suitable cultivation sites. There will likely be some degree of increased demand in all cities
that have suitable, appropriately zoned indoor and outdoor cultivation sites. Cities and
counties will have some control over inventories through their zoning powers or through
moratoria. Cultivators will require sites that are large enough, in the appropriate industrial
zone, with appropriate utilities, and in the closest proximity to market.



Leasing or purchase cost. Regional commercial lease and/or purchase rates are another
important factor for cultivators when considering where to locate. Prices are currently
volatile because state and local regulations are not yet in final form. Until regulations are
finalized and the current supply of cultivation sites is known, volatility will continue.
Another complexity further restricting supply is that some owners will not be able to
access traditional capital markets for financing if their tenants cultivate cannabis. Industrial
space suitable for indoor cannabis cultivation is often 2-3 times more expensive than
average due to the additional scarcity.27 Depending on preferences for outdoor and
greenhouse cultivations, urban areas may be at a disadvantage as prices are comparatively
higher than their more rural neighbors.



Input prices. Indoor cultivation is most likely to occur in Oakland, and electricity and water
rates are significant production costs. Large scale indoor cultivators will look to minimize
production costs by choosing locales with favorable utility rates. Outdoor and greenhouse
cultivation sites located around the state will allow for significantly lower production costs,
although with a lesser quality product and arguably a different market segment.



Labor. Access to a quality, licensed workforce is a critical factor in deciding where to locate
a cultivation facility. The state of California will likely require additional vetting procedures
for employee licensing. Oakland has a comparative advantage over competing cities due to
its location in a densely populated urban area and its progressive equity licensing

https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denver-business-licensing-center/marijuana-licenses/medicalmarijuana.html
26 https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denver-business-licensing-center/marijuana-licenses/retailmarijuana.html
27 http://www.businessden.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/CBRE-marijuana-report.pdf
25
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programs. However, Oakland like the rest of the immediate San Francisco Bay Area also has
a markedly high labor cost and cost of living compared to the rest of California and
consequently starts with a commensurate competitive disadvantage. A steady labor pool is
imperative to cultivator and manufacturer development efforts.


Water quality. Water quality is specific to each region and is a significant consideration in
cannabis cultivation. Good water quality can eliminate the need for costly additional
filtration systems. Capable water treatment is also required, although cannabis cultivation
does not create demands on wastewater treatment beyond comparable industries.

Locational factors are often as important as economic factors when deciding where to site
cannabis cultivation facilities. Local governments cannot control all the variables discussed
above, but should consider whether they have a competitive advantage or disadvantage in the
above factors when deciding how to set zoning and tax policy.

Summary
Some California municipalities and counties are competing for a larger share of the world’s
largest cannabis market by adopting and implementing policies to attract cultivators and
processors. A larger local cannabis business presence will generate higher tax revenues,
employment, and economic activity. Cultivators and processors are the foundation for all retail
and distribution activity in the industry. Jobs in these sectors are usually higher paying,
compared to other industry jobs.
If Oakland hopes to capture a significant portion of the local and regional market – and the
associated benefits – the City will need to adopt policies that are more attractive to cultivation
and manufacturing businesses than those in competing jurisdictions. In response to these policy
choices, cultivation and manufacturing businesses will – like businesses in any other industry –
seek out a jurisdiction that provides the most favorable conditions for business.
Lower tax rates provide a significant incentive to businesses that hope to compete on price in a
large and competitive market for wholesale cannabis products. It will ultimately be up to the
City to decide if it will welcome a new agriculture and manufacturing industry through its
policies and regulations. These choices will have significant impacts on cultivation and
manufacturing industry size, employment, and tax revenue.

